
Processor Packaging Products – Injection M
olded C

ontainers



Experience, Technology & Value

Packaging customized
to your operation
Pactiv brings together years of experience, 
the latest technologies, dependable 
quality and value to help your business 
gain a competitive edge.

We offer a multitude of packaging, print 
and closure options to provide you with 
more ways to showcase your products.

     Multiple print and labeling options

     Variety of shapes and sizes

     Tamper evident closure systems 

 Traditional closure options

     In-house design team and custom 
     packaging capabilities

     State of the art quality control 
     procedures 

Multiple points of distribution

When it comes to containers,
we can be your single source 

for the entire package.



Containers For Any Food Application

TE-tainer®

Holds everything from soup, salads and 
salsas to nuts and fruit

Microwaveable, tough, versatile and 
dependable

Outstanding clarity helps products stand 
out on retail shelves, providing easy 
content identification

Lids and bases are stackable

Ideal for hot, cold and shelf-stable 
applications

Available in six standard sizes - 8 to 64 oz

Many designs for a wide range of single 
and multiple menu items 

Microwaveable for consumer convenience  

Clear lids provide oustanding product 
identification and merchandising

A seal tight closure prevents leaks 

Hot and cold temperature resistance, 
perfect for countless applications

Available in black and white colors and  
in sizes from 6 to 58 oz 

VERSAtainer®

Tamper evident clear container meets 
today's increasing food safety needs

Tamper evident closure prevents 
liquid products from leaking

Offers an effective combination of 
strength and high product visibility

Stacking feature allows for secure 
multi-layer displays and safe transport

Available in your choice of black or 
translucent

Snap fit lids remain securely closed 
even when stacked

Clear tops help servers quickly identify 
cup contents

Made from strong, crack resistant 
material

Ellipso®

DELItainer®



12, 16 and 32 ounce square containers

48 ounce round containers

32 ounce rectangular containers

Custom sizes are available

Branding Capability

In-Mold Labeling

Outstanding realistic photo and 3D True-to-life images 
images with up to 10 color graphics
_______________________________________________________________________

Minimum 4 point type print capability Print legal and nutritional 
on labels    information without detracting
     from your message
_______________________________________________________________________

Label-less decorating   Label becomes part of the 
     container for a more upscale 
     and unique brand image
_______________________________________________________________________

Durable label    Scratch resistant, food and 
     dishwasher safe for a long, 
     reusable life
_______________________________________________________________________

Reusable container   Consumers will appreciate the 
     ability to use the container for 
     many purposes
_______________________________________________________________________

In-house graphic design team  Label designed to your 
specifications

Features        Benefits

This process uses a label that is actually 
molded into, and becomes part of, the 
container - your label never peels off

Cutting-edge technology creates
 breathtakingly, realistic imagery

Photographic images "pop off" the 
container and colors are true and vivid

Available Products



Leading edge, machine-applied 
process

Effective method for high speed, large 
volume container printing of multi-
colored line copy, halftones and full 
process color art

Advanced graphic technologies and 
equipment deliver superb results

A wide range of color options, 
container sizes and features

The latest "quick to market"
electronic technology brings products 
from concept to finished product 
faster

Features            Benefits

Available Products
8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 32, 48 and 64 ounce     

     containers

Variety of lid options - recessed, 
    overcap and tamper evident

Custom container colors allow you 
    to match custom or Pantone colors

Dry-Offset Printing

Custom 8-color printing   Flexibility of line art or 
     photographic images
_______________________________________________________________________

Ability to print white background  Pronounced graphics, more 
behind text and barcodes   idefined images and barcoding 
     that is easily read by scanners 
_______________________________________________________________________

Full range of container and lid size Cohesive line of products for  
options     your operation
_______________________________________________________________________

In-house graphic design team  Label designed to your   
specifications



Closure Systems

TE-tainer™ Line 
& Closure System

Features            Benefits

TE-tainer™ tamper evident clear 
containers are designed to meet 
today's increasing food safety 
standards

Product provides a leak resistant 
closure suitable for a variety of food 
products, including wet salads and 
soups

TE-tainer™ offers the combination of 
strength and high product visibility, 
while the tamper evident feature 
provides safety in transit

Containers can be securely stacked 
on top of each other for multi-layer
displays

Lids reseal to maintain food quality
and protect from spills

Tamper evident closure   Provides security and food safety  
__________________________________________________________________

Tight closure    Helps prevents leaks
_______________________________________________________________________

In-Mold labeling capabilities  Merchandises your brand on 
     retail shelves
_______________________________________________________________________

Square container design   Fits a wide range of food  
     applications and maximizes 
     shelf space
_______________________________________________________________________

Exceptional temperature endurance Ideal for a variety of hot and
     cold applications



DELItainer®

Closures

Features            Benefits

Three closure options to meet all of 
your product packaging needs:

    Tamper evident
    Overcap
    Recessed

Tamper evident lid with reseal 
capability

Membrane applications exceed 
industry standards for seal retention 

DELItainer® containers can be 
stacked, allowing for multi-layer 
displays

Microwaveable    Withstands temperatures up 
     to 250°  
__________________________________________________________________

Leak resistant closure   Prevents leaks
_______________________________________________________________________

Multiple seal options   Lets you choose the best 
     solution for your food quality
     and secutiry needs 
_______________________________________________________________________

Dry-offset printing   Up to 8 color print capability to   
     promote your product



Blast
Freezer

-40˚F / -40˚C

0˚F / -18˚C 250˚F / 121˚C

PP (0ºF/18ºC - 250ºF/121ºC)

400˚F / 204˚C

These guidelines are supplied to assist you in determining the proper use of Pactiv products. They are based upon testing and published guidelines and are 
reliable in most applications. However, because every food supplier’s recipes, ingredients, processes and supply chain is unique, these guidelines are not a 
substitute for product testing. Confirmation of product acceptability under your specific conditions of use must be done by you.

Pactiv container products use a variety of materials to offer optimal performance across a wide range of temperatures.

National 
distribution
Pactiv is committed to providing 
efficient and dependable service 
throughout North America. 
Pactiv offers manufacturing and 
distribution centers located 
across the USA.  

Innovation & Service

Custom capabilities and 
in-house design services
When you have an appliction that calls for a
custom product, Pactiv has the packaging experts 
on staff to support your needs. Our team combines 
cutting-edge technology with a vast experience 
base in food packaging development and brand 
solutions that are world class.
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